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Commercial Video Surveillance
Cloud-managed video surveillance for one or many commercial locations 

Whether your customers need to cover a single warehouse or a national chain of storefronts,  
our commercial video surveillance offerings have them covered.

With our intuitive app and flexible storage options, customers can access live or recorded video anywhere, anytime. 
Advanced features like 24/7 Video Health Monitoring ensure their cameras are always up and running,  
while intelligent analytics give them valuable insight into what’s going on at their business.

Learn more about Commercial 
Video Surveillance and access 
marketing, installation, and 
support resources on the  
Partner Portal.
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Commercial Hardware

Pro Series Cameras

 + Rugged, impact resistant casings for the 
toughest commercial applications

 + Superior IP67 waterproof and dustproof 
rating for indoor or outdoor use

 + Supports 24/7 Onboard & SVR Recording

 + Supports Business Activity Analytics

 + Power over Ethernet (PoE) design means 
data and power run over a single cable 
for less wiring and easier installs

 + Equipped with Perimeter Guard™ 
capabilities that proactively deter 
unwanted visitors using the camera’s 
powerful speaker and microphone 
Applicable to the VC727P and VC728PF only.

 + Compliant with Section 889  
of the NDAA*

BULLET AND TURRET CAMERAS

 + 4MP SVR recording

 + 1080p live streaming

 + Adjustable 116°–34° field of view

 + Ideal for outdoor use

DOME CAMERAS

 + 1080p SVR recording

 + 1080p live streaming

 + Adjustable 116°–34° field of view 
Applicable to VC847PF only.

 + Ideal for indoor use

Pro Series 1080p 
Dome PoE Camera 

with Fixed Lens
(ADC-VC827P)

Pro Series 1080p Dome 
PoE Camera with 

Varifocal Lens
(ADC-VC847PF)

Pro Series 4MP Turret 
PoE Camera with 

Varifocal Lens
(ADC-VC838PF)

Pro Series 4MP Bullet PoE 
Camera with Varifocal Lens

(ADC-VC728PF)

Pro Series 1080p PoE 
Mini-Bullet Camera

(ADC-VC727P)

*  All information herein accurate as of March 24, 2023.  
Read Alarm.com’s NDAA Statement at  
alarm.com/legal for additional information.



Integrate third-party cameras with any Alarm.com for Business account! 
You can install or use existing cameras that work for your customers while 
still offering the benefits and capabilities of the Alarm.com platform. 
Cameras using ONVIF and VAPIX will allow for seamless integrations with 
the Pro Series CSVR.

Third-Party Camera Support
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Business Activity Analytics

Help customers manage their business strategically with Business Activity Analytics, an intelligent feature that allows 
customers to track the movement of people in and around their business. 

HEAT 
MAPPING

QUEUE 
MONITORING

PEOPLE 
COUNTING

OCCUPANCY 
TRACKING

CROWD 
GATHERING

Help customers streamline their video surveillance with the Enterprise Dashboard. They can easily organize multiple 
locations into a top-down hierarchy of groups, share footage quickly, and access live video streams anywhere, at any 
time, right from their phone.

Multiple Locations, One View

FOR EXAMPLE, USERS CAN CREATE GROUPS FOR

 + A single location—cameras at one store in Virginia

 + A state or region—cameras at all northeast stores

 + A type of camera—all front door cameras

 + Type and location—front door cameras at California offices

With fully integrated video, intrusion, and access control, Alarm.com for 
Business provides a powerful, unified, and easy-to-use security solution for 
your commercial customers.

Better Together


